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MR. MURPHY: Sure.  

2 MRS. BAUSER: And also that that is his view 

of the universe rs to the qa program and all that.  

We never got into a discussion about whether that's 

5 right or...  
0 

SM t R. WHITE: I'm not sure what large QA means 

S7  versus your description of small QA, but we'll let 

I that pass.  

£ o aMR. REINfART: We'll make it small QA.  

j 1MR. WHITE: I'm not sure what the two definitions 

II are.  

| I 2  MR . REINHART: Some people get very excited 

o 13 about that, about the diffrence.  

1 4  
MR. REINHART: When your people were looking at 

^ '5 this did they use the QA Audit Program to verify 

16 I implementation? 

1 17 MRS. BAUSER: I'. going to ask for a clarification.  

S oI When your people -- who are looking at this and what -

2 19 I don't understand.  

20 MR. REINHART: When Mr. White's staff was doing 

a 21 whotever investigation effort they did in resolving 

- 1 thi.s issue -

23 MRS. BAUSER: Meaning leading to the March 20 

I letter? 

25 i MR. CHARNCFF: The Appendix B inquiry.  
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MR. REINHART: Right. That's what we're 

talking About.  

MR S. BALUSER: The Issue is .. uch broader.  

MR . REINHART: Did those people use the QA.  

the TVA QA Audit Program to verify compliance in 

S j these areas that were addressed by the -
V 7 

SMR. WHITE: I don't recall. They may or may 

f not have.  

MR. REINHART: Would you have expected them to? 

tO IMR. WHITE: At that point in time frankly I 

1 n don't think I was knowledgeable enough to have either 

12 expected or not expected them to look at the audit 

Sj 13 program.  

S14  
MR. REINHART: How about today? 

i s  MR. WHITE: Today what? 

6 a MR. REINHART: Would you expect on a similar 

17 exercise to have QA audits used to verify implementationl 

is As part of the verification? 

Z 19 MR. WHITE: In terms of - back to the hypothetical 

S 20 thing. If I were answering this narrow question today, 

* 21 would I think that they would use audit information 

5 32 a. part of that. I guess they might or might not. It.., 

23 I can best perhaps answer it by saying that : 

24 woe.d expect tn.m to use whatever inforration was ;e--r.e 

25 t- whatever th.ey were trying to answer.  
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I MR. REINHART: Would a CA Audit Program be a 

germane piece of information to demonstrate implementa
3  tion of the QA Program? 

4  MRS. BAUSER: That's a different question than 

s the one you asked him before.  

6 a MR. REINHART: I know.  

V 7  MR. WHITE: Say that again, please? 

S 'MRS. BAUSERI-: So you are asking a general question 

L 9 that has nothing to do with any of your prior questions.  

0 '° He changed the ball game considerably.  

* I" MR. REINHART: I think I'm not gcing to let you I 12 qualify it to that extent. I'm going to say it's a 

1'3  different question. It's certainly germane to what we 

S «It are talking about.  

3 15f MRS. BAUSER: The question itself says would 

; '& Mr. White on any matter consider that -- if you don't 
Z b 

s 17 qualify it, Mr. Reinhart, that is the meaning of the 

0 1 sentence.  
z 
X 19 MR. ReINHA*T: Let me ask Mr. White my question 

I K again. If he doesn't understand, maybe he can say so.  

* 21 Wouldn't it be reasonable to use the CA Audit 

221 Program to demonstrate or verify implementation of 

23 the CA Programu or portions thereof? 

:4 M' 'R. WH:ITE: It would be reasonable to -- it 

2I would be one of the tools that a person might 4se. :t 
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I 
would depend on what you are looking at and the facts 

2 and circumstances of it. Certainly part of it - for 

example. if there was a question as to whether the 

audit system was correct, clearly you'd go look at 

S the audit system to determine if it was correct. if 

s it were some other part, then you night use some other 

information. You might in some cases, you might not 

in others. It would depend on the facts and the 

9 circumstances, exactly what you were looking at.  

J o  
MR. REINHART: If that's the answer, that's 

£ " the answer. If that's the answer, fine. I don't 

{ 12 want to pursue that is what "mE say£&ing.  

t '3 That's all I have.  

Id MR. ROBINSON: Just a coup-e of things before 

R 15 we break for lunch. I'm glad Mr. Reinhart decided 

to do that diagram because that is exactly what 

17 r was going to try to narrow down and define as far 

I is as what you viewed as the scope of your answer, in 

19 that response in the March 20 letter.  

I 20 Let me ask you this, Mr. White: At anytime 

* 21 in your discussions with your senior advisors regarding 

U 22 the March 20 letter or its attachments did anyone 

23 espouse the position that as long as the corrective 

24; action system was worting .s working that you can't ze 

25 in noncompliance? 
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MR. WHITE: I don't recall that being discussed 

2  with me.  

MR. ROBINSON: ;n your telephone conversation 

* with Mr. Denton did you make it clear -:o him the 

5 5 scope of your response as represented by Mr. Reinharts 
0 

'6 not specifically Mr. Reinbart's pictorial demonstration 

7 but did you make it clear to Mr. Denton the scope of 

I your response pertaining to the NSRS bases for the 

9 perceptions and not just the perceptions themselves? 

J 10 l MR. WHITE: I believe that I did because as I have 0 
n i mentioned I read the entire letter. To my recollection 

12 I read the entire basic letter to him word for word and 

13  I think he asked questions at various points and I 

S*4 feel certain that when I about issues identified 

15 1  in t h e NS RS perceptions that that was made clear.  

16 MR. ROBINSON: If I were to read the letter and 
Z 

a 17| interpret the letter on its face on the basis of the 

3 *review of the issues identified in tne NSRS perceptions, 

2 < I would interpret that to be the general, broad issues 

1 20 that were stated in the perceptions. What I a asking 

S21 you is in your conversation with Mr. Denton do you feel 

5 22 it was clear to his that you were talking about that 

23 smaller area within the perceptions that we have identi.

24 !.ed as the NSRS bases for those perceptions? 

25 KR. CHARNOFF: Before you answer that, !Mr. White, 
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I appreciate what you said as to your reading without 

2 accepting the preise. But that is the correct reading.  

Fcr example, one could have that sentence read on the 

basis of the -- of a review of the NSRS perceptions.  

5 ' d -reading would be exactly right. But then you 

have to ask yourself what is the point of the words 

7 *the issues identified in the NSRS perceptions." So 

I without regard to excepting or disagreeing with your 

9 9 wcrds, he -- your question was to what extent did he 

10 git into the meaning of these words in this first 

1j " line with Mr. Denton? Is that what you're saying? 

S12  MR. ROBINSON: Yes. I'm asking do you feel from 

, 13 your conversation with Mr. Denton that it was clear 

S14 to Mr. Denton that you were talking about the subset 

i5  w ithin the NSRS perceptions, namely the bases for 

S 16 the perceptions? 

17  MR . WHITE: I think I understand the question.  

8 II In my notes of the conversation with Mr. Denton 

2 19 unfortunately they are not complete enough for me to 

S20 utilize them. I can only tell you my recollection is 

* 21 that he did understand and not just from the basic 

S 22 latter. But I believe we discussed parts of the 

23 enclosures and as you look through them and the one 

2r ;h at was ro.ug t up yesterday, design control as a 

25 perception, it's very clear that it's a broad issue 
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in that three separate paragraphs -- no reasonable 

2 arson c, ass«-- that those three paragraphs 

3  describe any more than what I just said and that is 

A answering what the NSRS is providing as facts. It 

5 5 would not be reasonable to assume by anyone that 

* those three short paragraphs are telling everything 

7 everyone knows that ever happened to TVA on design 

o I control. My recollection is that it was clear to Mr.  

9 Denton, yes. My recollection is that he understood 

SC that.  

5 I MR. ROBINSON: Okay, now a different question.  

, I12  MR. CHAMNOFF: Before you leave that could I 

P '3 if ask Mr. Reinhart a question.  

S i 14 In your pictorial diagram the way you have tne 

S15 word "bases" suppose the word "bases" was replaced 

i 6 by the word "issues." Would the diagism mean the 

17 Isame thing to you? 

S 1 Ij MR. REINHART: I put the word "bases" there 

X ,,9 because that's the word you all have been using. So 

| 2 j whatever -- the bases I would use as the basis for 

2[ each perception.  

S 22 MR. WHITE: That is a very valid point because 

23 ! am reading it as issues in the context of the lotter 

:4 and it's a ver/y va:. point.  

S 1  MR. MURPHY: Could I inter:ect scrmtning. wnat 
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if we say them are QTC's concerns or NSR's concerns 

2 | in the very specific sense because, you know, they 

have been identified in the iccumrents you gave us 

as OTC number. Is that -

3 M R - WHITE: No. If I wanted to be very specific wi 

6  you I would label that box rather than issues -- issues 

S7 is appropriate -- but I would Label as facts presented 

* 1 or facts -- facts the NSRS used to substantiate their 

perceptions. That would be a very accurate description.  

f a° MR. RErNHART: That is more clear to me. So 

* " ii facts used to substantiate -

S : i  MR. WHITE: Facts provided to the outside groups 

3 i to substantiate their perceptions.  

| u  MR. REINHART: Okay. That's fine.  

1 M.tR. CHARNOFF: Mr. White, in tr,. .ontext of your 

* 16 Letter 

* 171 MR. WHITE: Issues.  

- 1i MRS. BAUSER: Which would include as Mr. Murphy 

S19 uggested some QTC issues and other things, whatever 

2 R it was that NSRS facts were it would have included 

a 21 that and not necessarily all of OTC OR anything else.  

S 22 It was whichever ones that NSRS was turning to.  

23 MR. MURPHY: What is -- what I am suggesting to 

:4 you ;s th .at as yo- gs throjgh we will later on t.e 

25 I nvtstigation by the Ixne organization -- tney refer 
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to specific -- what appear to me anyway in my limited 

2 knowledge about how that system was working -- to 

3 be ZTC allegations. And if that is incladed in the 

~4 facts as opposed to -- what I want to suggest is that 
U 

5  we are also dabbling in opinions of NSRS. I mean 

6 if you wer.t to them people and said, "What is your 
7  opinion of this particular situation as opposed to 

factual basis, right? I mean because these guys 1 have been around in TVA for quite some time and have 

10 some opinions about whether these areas were good 

or bad. We're not talking about that, are we? 

S 12  MR. WHITE: I'm not sure what your question is.  

3 MR. MUWRPHY: I'm trying to define this thing 

S4  that you investigated, right? 

T5 MR. WHITE: That the people investigated.  

* 16 MR. MURPHY: The basis, right? The basis for 

S 17 this. But it facts is suitable for you, fine. What

§ T ever.  
S 
Z 19 MR. WHITE: I think we are talking the same but 

20 I'm not sure. If -- may I draw on your diagram? 

* 2t MRS. BAUSER: Sure.  

S 22 MR. WHITE: If in the process of going to tne 

23 NSRS - the NSRS -- there is a fact here, which they 

24 may have Kncw. accut, and they didn't ?r3'ide tna: 

25 information as supp rting that perception, . nave 
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no reason to believe that that was iyvestigated and 

pursued. It may have been but I have no reason to 

expect it because that isn't what I believe they were 

doing.  

MR. ROBINSON: Do you -

Sl MR. REINHART: And when you say fact -- we meant 

fact versus opinion. Like, "Oh, I just feel today 

Slike this is wrong." That's really not what -

I 9 / MR. WHITE: No. I'm discussing facts, what is 

4! it that substantiates your perception. An opinion I 

S I don't think substantiates an opinion -- a perception.  

SA perception is an opinion. Okay? 

S ' MR. MURPHY: Maybe we can narrow this down after 

r 1* f our lunch break. I'll bring some documents so that 

you will know what I'm talking about as opposed to us 

S6 asking as to what these facts are.  

17  MR. ROBINSON: I have one final thing.  

Mr. White, if you had not called Mr. Denton and 

2 19 gone through this letter and, as you say, you have 

I 20 been accused of shopping and that is not correct, 

21 shopping for an answer. But if you had just answered 

& 22 the NRC question by this letter and had sent it without 

23 I contacting Mr. Denton and explaining it, do you feel it 

:4 would have been :ust as clear as if ys'iu had called n.ti? 

25 MR. WHITE: think the letter speaks for itself, 
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Syes. Remember I 2ad it was more than just understandin 4 .  

rI I wanted to make sure that we were being responsive to 
3 

3 wat he was asking. And I want to repeat tat dc not 

'I4  think that that is wrong on either part, on either 

part, his nor aine.  

u 6 MR. ROBINSON: So ith just the sense tnat you 

wanted to be responsive and not that you had a fear that 

they might misunderstand the letter unless you called 

in advance and explained it? 

J t10  MR. WH ITE: No, I -- no, that wasn't the motive.  

MR. ROBINSON: That's all I hz"e.  

SIMR. REINHART: Mr. White, just so that we are 

3 all crystal clear, we have been talking about a lot of 

14 conversations with Mr. Denton. That was Mr. Denton and 

Y 1S not somebcdy else? 

16 MR. WHI TE: First of all, not a lot. We have been 

* 17 talking a lot about a couple of conversations with Mr.  

Is Denton in this regard. Not a lot. But yes, that was 

19 with Mr. Denton.  

I 3 MR. CHARNOFF: Mr. White, do you know whether 

21 Mr. Denton had other people listening in on that phone 

I 22 call? 

23 MR. WHITE: I have no way of knowing whether he 

;< ' 1d or didn't.  

25 M1R . ;iLLSONI-: The time is 12:16 ana we wilý 
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recess for lunch and reconvene at 12:45.  

Whereupon, 

(The above-entitled matter was recessed for

lunch

-oOo-
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2 M R . WILLIAMSON: We're back on the 

I record at 13:07.  

4 MR. CNARSOFpp Off the record.  
5  

(Whereupon, a discussion ensued off 

* the record.) 

i MR. WILLIAMSOKt We're back on the 

* record again at 13:07.  

9 Mr. Murphy has some questions.  

0 EXAMINATION 

I BY MR. MURPBY: 

12 0 Mr. White, as I suggested prior to our 

13 lunch break that I have had the opportunity to 

14 look at those -- the documentation that TVA 

is furnished us associated with their investigation, 

16 which they identified as their investigation of 

17 the NSA's perceptions. And what I would like you 

t to do, if you would, is - I picked one out here.  
19 It's No. 10, it's a non-conformance reporting, it 

20 does not address the corrective action, and I 

21 have just two real questions about it.  

22 First off would you look at this, 

23 Please? Take that Label off.  

24 MS. BAUSER: Can I ask a clarifica

25 ; t ion? Is this laDeling part of what you 
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were given from TVA? 

2 MR. MURPHY: Absolutely, yes.  

? THE WITNESS: Do you want a* to go 

4  through the whole thing? 

5 BY MR. MURPET: 

S6 Q Whatever you -

7 A Are you going to ask as some questions 

* I about it? 

9 A I'm going to ask you whether or not 

o 1you've ever seen tdat document before.  

S A No. No, I haven't. No, I don't recall 

12 iever having seen anything in this form.  

13  Q Okay. Before you separate that -

14 A Executive summary, for example. I 

is don't know what that means.  

6 ° There's a list -- excuse me. There's a 

17 list there of -- this document tells of a 
2 

q T breakdown of kind of the concerns that were 
8 
2 19 given. There's a number on the top there, 
5 

1 0 lX85003-003. Does that number *mean anything to 

* 21 you at all? 

on, 
A go. no, it doesn't. hta T 22 !11 

3' 0 Would you recognize that as a QTC 

A nusOer? 

25 A No, I would not.  
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I MR. MXURPTt Okay. I have no other 

2  questions.  

3  
TBE WITNESS: You say you do have 

4 1 other -

SMR. MNufRPyt No, I don't.  

S6 TE WITmESSt Before we * tart ay i 

7 discuss Mr. Reinhart's box, if I can refer I to it as that so that I'm sure that we are 

9 in an understanding of what it is that 

J t0 I'm saying and that that's what you're 

SBsaying.  

1; Is the question that I was asked is 

13 that small box, and I think I made this 

S14 clear but I want to sake certain, and 

I » that as a result of pursuing that small 

16 t box, if I can use that phrase, the people 

17 inavestigating it found no evidence of non

is compliance when they did that. And, of 

19 course, that is based on Mr. Lundin's 
or ralhea 

1 letter to ma b*-*d*. Mr,0 Mason, I think $ 

21 it was, but which I was knowledgeable 

1 22 about 

3 ~ I want to make sure that we were -

24 i that you understood what I was saying.  

25 think you did but I claritfied it.  
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EXAMINATION 

z 2 BY MR. WILLIAMSON: 

3 0 Mr. White, if you would, please, direct 

4 your attention to the third paragraph of the 

5 March 20th, 1986 -

6 A This came out of that pile.  

7 The third paragraph, yes.  

I 0 Reading from the letter: Although the 

C 9 enclosure shows that a broad range of corrective 

to actions is already in place at Watts Bar, I and 

SI 1my newly appointed QA manager, Richard B. Kelly, 
a 

I ; will be undertaking further examination of QA 

13 programs affecting us in nuclear power program in 

S14 general and at NWatts Bar in particular.  

5 when did you appoint Mr. Kelly as your 

f I6 QA manager? 

S17 A I don't know the precise date. But I 

1# conducted interviews for the position very 
5 

19 shortly after my arrival. I viewed three 

20 positions as key to needing change, lice..ing, 

* 21 engineering and QA, among others, but I viewed 

1 22 those as ones I should fill as soon as possible 

23 with the best talent I could get, and I started 

4 interviews almost right away.  

25 1 interviewed several people and picked 
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Mr. Kelly and Mr. Buston at almost the same time.  

2 It was either late January or early February, to 

3 the best of my recollection.  

4 Q And why would you have picked new 

5 licensing managers and QA managers having only 

6 been there two or three weeks? 

7 A The licensing manager I released, I 

I belie-s, after I galiagv threa or fouc days.  

9 0 That was Mr. -

10 A ufftam.  

I1 0 -- Buffas.  

12  A  One of the conclusions, if you can call 

13 it a conclusion, one of the things that was 

14 apparent co me during the October visit -- and 

s15 understand, I had very little knowledge about 

S16i licensing other than that was an interface 

S17 between the utility and the NRC. I formed a 

I g judgment from listening to a lot of things that 

x it that wasn't working very well. That the sites 
f 

I 20 were doing their own thing, that no one at I 

* 21 headquarters was properly, I thought, in charge 

S 22 of it. And as part of that Mr. Wegner and Mr.  

23 Miles and I sat down with Mr. Buffas. So was one 

S of the people that we talked to at the t me, and 

25 I did not fore a very positive &nage of his at 
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the time. And, of course, I didn't mention 4 

2 the Board of Directors because I didn't have any 

1concept at that time I'd ever be at TVA.  

4 After I arrived I, of course, just 

5 didn't want to just live on that concept, but 

6 almost immediately -- I don't recall epitece of 

7 paper, but almost immediately Mr. lufttes dropped 

a the ball on a piece of paper, I think it was a 

9 significant letter e4L I wanted to show the 

10 organization, we are going to be timely in our 

ii responses to the NRC. When we say we're going to 

12 do something on a certain day, we're going to do 

13 it and we're going to be accurate.  

14 And almost immediately he dropped the 

15 ball on one and I said that's it, you know, and 

16 he was let go after that. He was removed from 

17 his position.  

a1 Engineering, I think -- are you asking 

i9 those three positions? 

2 0 Yes, sir. Engineering and -

21 A Ingineering I think I formed a little 

2 later as a result -- I think I mentioned 

23 yesterday that I interviewed in that first 

2d process TVA people as well. And I interv. -wed 

25II the manager of c-strucction and the sanager of
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tengineering at that time.  
2! And in my impression, bolstered by my 
3 ov 11wlobservations was that Mr. Cantrell Wag 
41! !professional and very technically knowledgeable 
5 in the engineering world but I felt that 
6 management-wine -- and this was after I was there 
7 1 think, you know# a few weeks -- manageme nt-vise 
I there seemed to be a lot of problems which had 
Ihappened on his watch. So I felt that he night 

-- he needed training, was my impression. Seres* 

an Individual, I need to train his to be a good 
manager in terms of my management philosophy.  

Almost the same things applied to the 
QA manager, where I felt he had been there when 
these problems arose. I had no ;eason &W any ? 
conversation to feel he wasn't knowledgeable 

about OA but I f elt he would need training if he 
were ever to move into that slot.  

So I felt that they needed replacement.  

QDid you make any other wholesale 
changes with regard to personnel in the Office of 
Nuclear Power? 

A Oh, I'm Sure I did.  

0 Immediately? 

A when you say immediately, in th* first 
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week or two weeks? 

Qj eyk 

A I'd have to go back and look at my 

4jrecords to deteraLne. I certainly made changes.  

S 1 There wasn't any question -- when you say 

6 wholesale, I made a number of changes. And time

7 wise, certainly in the first three or four I I months, but I'd have to look at various personnel 

9 records to determine exactly.  

10 Q B ut you saw a need to change licensing, Iit engineering and QA initially? 

12 A Yen.  

S ' 3  a What were your -- did you have specific 

S instructions that you gave to Mr. Kelly with 

is regard to the QA program? 

6 »A After he became the manager of QA? 

S 17 Q U hh-huh.  

A Yes. we sat down and had a discussion 
o 
X 19 of what I wanted. We were very much in 

20 jagreement, as I recall, because I said -- I 

21 indicated -- he knew my Navy background -- I 

S indicated to his the importance that I attached 

231 to A and that I wanted it -- made very clear I 

24 lwanted it absolutely independent from line 

IL 
25 I intluence.  
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132 I I made it -- I don't resember the 

2 precise conversation, but I made it very clear, 
3 for e*zample, that if he had a fight with lin* 

management over an issue, particularly if it was 

5 Sa schedule issue, that he would know in advance 

6 whbich side I'd come down on, and that was his 

7 side. And I just viewed that as the driving 

* force.  

9 ' Ee knew that I wanted him to get out 

j 10 and look at people and see and try to determine 

S11i where we needed help, where we needed outsiders, 

£ 12 who were the better TVA people. You know, to 

j 13 loot for good TVA people who in TVA's *yes say Z 
14 not have been good. They say have been the ones 

is TVA thought were bad, for example, but people 

S16 willing to stand up, willing to stand up for 

17 their convictions, not afraid to, that kind of 

S is thing.  

S1 9  
Aad so I found a very sympathetic ear 

I 20 4** Mr. Kelly who, of course, is a QA expert and 

21 believes, as is appropriate, that the universe is 

& 22 centered on QA.  

23 0 You indicated in the letter that both 

24 you and Mr. Kelly would be undertaking additional 

25 examination of the QA program in general and 
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SWatt ar into particular.  

2 What did you tean by that? 

3  A Well, what I meant was that again I 
4 felt that there was evidence that there were 

3 I problems. Some of them, perhaps, long-tern 

I problems. What I was trying to say is I.ve got a 
2J 7 good OQ guy, a person with QA credentials and my j look at him as an individual -- I didn't know 

9 him, the first time I met his was in Uctober, 

10 September of the prior year. But I knew his by 
11 reputation.  

12  
I kn*e, for example, at Quincey 

13 lShipyard when there were -- when there was 

m 14 alleged bribery and a lot of other things going 

g 1 on, that Mr. Kelly stood up and I think was the 

-16 only p*rson who stood up and kind of said I'm not 

a 17 - you know, this is crazy. I'm not going to be, 

S11| have any part -- party to this, Ir' not going to 
19 be a party to what's going on. And I think gave 
20 up a lot personally to do what he did and to walk 

2 away from that.  

22 So I felt he had a good reputation. I 

23 was trying to tell the NRC, here's a good guy and 

24 I'm going to keep his, if I can use the phrase, 

25 head down and rear end up into these issues and 
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V I'S going to be looking over his shoulder.  

2 Q You mentioned that in March the 11th.  

3 1946, in a statemient to the Commission. that you 

Swere having trouble finding a QA manager from 

I within TVA. Do you recall that? 

9 
6I A TYes. Tes. I 4on't remember my precise 

7 words but I certainly was having that trouble.  

S0 Were you, indeed, looking for someone? 

9 A Yes.  

S10 0 Mr. Kelly had only been there about 

2 
11 four weeks at that time.  

* r  * *. ':**. L. ierstand -- *oncext of 

* 13 that was wherever I brought in a contract 

14 manager, and Mr. Kelly's a contract manager, I 

| IS was trying to hir. a TVA person to ultimately 

16 replace hia. And I think I gave the examples of 

t7 in construction where I had a couple of people 

i1 that I said --** TVA people -- I said you, I'm 

S 19 going to be watching you two. You can compete, 

20 you're in contention to 6ave the leading 

21 construction job.  
* 

S 2 I did the same thing with Mr. Cantrell 

23 who had been the previous guy that I'd replaced 

2j 1 in engineering. I said, let ase tell you, I'll be 

watching you and you need to iaprove your manage
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saent. and I gave his son* suggestions. a& was a 

2 posaible replacement for the contract manager 
3 1 that was in place there.  

4 ) When I looked at QA, and when I say I 

S looked at it. it was Mr. Kelly and Mr. Euston who 

6 « actually looked at the people to see who in the 

7 organization they felt had the standards that I 

S aI wanted and the philosophy that I wanted trom 

9 within TVA. And we were not successful, and 

to that's what I was telling hia, to move a TVA 

12  What I like to do is move a TVA person 

5 13 in long enough to observe and be confident in his 

14 before I get rid of the contract manager.  

I 0 ° Did you ever find anyone in TVA that 

16 lived up to your espectations as a QA manager? 
b 

17 A At the present time we have an 

* 11 individual who we've been observing, who Mr.  

x 19 Buston and Mr. Kelly observed and who Mr. Kazanas 

I20 is observing right now as a possible replacement 

21 for Mr. Kasanas, and I's just kind of watching 

22 that situation.  

23 I would like very auch to be able to 

2, hire another person in QA as a TVA employee to 

25 compete with this individual. I think 
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competition for top jobs is always good.  

2 Q You also mentioned in that first 
3 sentence there that the enclosure, the *SRS 

4 Perceptions -

5 A Pardon? 

0a Tou sention in the letter, the first 

7 sentence, you said although the enclosure shows a 

* broad range of corrective action is already in 

9 place at Watts Bar. What was this broad range of 

iO corrective action, other than the personnel 

,changes. You've mentioned maybe personnel 

12 changes, but corrective action per so, what was 

13 hat? 

14  A Well, I think as I went through and 

Sreviewed with Mr. Kelly these in specific areas, 

16 he made clear to me corrective actions tast were 

I7 ongoing, programs that were being revised and put 
is in place and that kind of thing. And that's what 

19 I referred to as -- as, you know, many different 

20 -- by broad range, in many different areas there 

21 were programs. I didn't invent thea, they were 

2 there when we looked.  

23  0  Did any of these changes that were 

24 either in progress or going te be put in 

25 progress, dId tney affect the conditiot of any of 
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1 the hardware that wag already in place? 

2 A I'm not sure I understand when you say 

3 affect the condition.  

41 0 Such as the welding inspection program.  

5 5 A ^lI it was indicating is, if we use 

6 < that as an example, I'll try to reflect back on 

7 the thoughts at the tine. it was indicating that 

I j changes bad been made in the welding program, if 

9 1 can categorize it as improvements in the 

^ o10 welding program. But that didn't mean that taken 

n 1i in the context of the rest of it, the rest of the 

12 Paragraph, wasn't -- I was trying to tell 

I 3 Let ae tell what I was trying to tell 

| u the NRC, is there have been some changes, for 

15 ezample, in the welding program but let me tell 

16 you, there's a lot of other ongoing efforts and 

i 17 I'm not going to be satistied how things are at a 
M , atta Bar in terms of equipment or construction, 

S19 until I'm through with that.  

I % That's -- not only that sentence, but 

21 that's what the paragraph says.  

2 H Were * ou -- can you relate any specific 

23 changes that occvrred between January 13th when 

24 you arrived at TVA and March 20th, the day tie 

:5 letter went to the NRC? You used the term 
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improvements, that's why I used that.  

2 A Where are you, now, when you say 

3 improvements? 

Q NWell, that's my term. I'm saying in 

Sregard to e*fther hardware, inspection programs or 

6 corrective action is there anything between tfe 

7 13th and the 20th? 

I A Are you asking whether afterc I arrived, 

9 whether I know to my own knowledge of some 

10 specific thing that was done, and the answer is 

I1 no, I couldn't, offhand, recall. There probably 

12 were. I don't know.  

13 0 Let me ask you, I'll also refer you to 

14 that third paragraph again, the following 

15 sentence says that if further examination reveals 

16 design/construction deficiencies, noncompliance 

17 and/or programatic weaknesses, rest assured that 

iS timely corrective action will be taken, including 

19 work stoppage if that is appropriate.  

° Nowo, we've discussed in some detail 

21 corrective actions at TVA. At this point in 

2 tise, when you sent the letter, was there any way 

23 that you could assure that timely corrective 

24 action was going to be taken as a result of what 

25 you had done, programs that you had implemented, 
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1 at the time the letter was sent? 

2 A What I was trying to tell the URC, in 

3 that sentence is, look, tbhere.*s a new person 

I tr, it's a new regime. I intend to hold this 

5 organization -- I mentioned the licensing guy as 

6 an e*xample, that I intend to hold this 

7 organization to doing what we say we're going to 

a do. That was the intent of that, saying we're J 9 going tc do things in a timely way.  

A 0o  And I would hasten to add, it isn't up 

a i to my standards yet and I've effectively been 

S12 there a year.  

7 3 0  Was this addressing issues in a ? imely 

S14 way going to start immediately or was this a 

It p Process that was just ongoing? 

16 I A I had already, almost from the moment I 

S17 walked on ;he quarterdeck, if I can use that 
a 

I t *ep.ession, the moment I got there, I was already 

x 19 pushing for just that. And by that beino when 

20 you tell the URC you're going to do something, 

S21 don't tell them unless you're ceally going to do 

S 22 it then. And when you tell them, by God, you 

23: ought to make sure that you do it when you said.  

:4::And if not, you better go back aniteli the. in C€ 

25 advance, don't wait until after the fact to tell 
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them. That's what I was trying, and still as 

2 trying to instill. Our responsiveness still, you 
3 know, I get reports of the late reports, it 

4 'aggravates ms very such.  

SMS. BAUSEt Can I ask a clarifying 

6 question? 

7 MI. WILLIAMSON: Sure.  

'MS. BAUSEAt When you look at the 

first sentence in that third paragraph, 

10 I wasn't sure from the questioning whether 

11 something was being implied here.  

12 Mr. Vhfits, th*re's a phrase here that 

13 says already in place at Watts Bar. Was 

14 that intended to cover the time frame from 

15  t he time you got there to March 20th? 

16 TiE WZTMESS: Io, no. 4., *s, ,a. E0d 

17 0, 0.. No, I think they understand that, ew 

is that phrase means already in place, tcat.n 

19 at face value.  

SBY NMR. WILLIAMSON: 

21 0 Oes. oou mentioned yesterdf, that you 

n bhad been, total time with TVA bas been twelve 

23 months.  

24 A Effectively. I've really been there 

25 about fifteen.
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1  Q And understanding from January 13th to 

2 Match 20th, I guess is eight or ten weeks. Would 

3 you relate to us what corrective actions have 

4 taken place since the 20th that you're aware of 

5 and wh-- areas these would affect? 

6 A In QA you Rean or just overall? 

7 Q QA and overall. Primarily QA.  

a A The most immediate improvement was to 

9 bring in outside QA people and I don't re:aLl the 

10to nuabers. But I remember going to the Boa-d of 

II Directors almost immediately upon Mr. Kelf 

12 coming there and saying -- for different r.asons 

13 I had to gc tc .. a .oard of Directors -- but 

14 going to them and saying we need additional 

15 people immediately in the QA business. We nteded 

16 outsiders who were experienced And I would use 

17 thea in many fastions, including finding where we 

1 are and training TVA people. Training was a big 

19 part of it.  

And as I recall, I told them I needed 

21 35 people, you know, like that week. There were 

, others then that were brought aboard from various 

23 sources, and I don't remember the precise number, 

24 but I wouldn't be surprised that in the first few 

25 ;months it was hundreds that were brought aboard.
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1 (Interruption.) 

2! A (Continuing) Brought aboard as from 

Itoutside of TVA. The best spokesman for the 

4 details of all the improvements that have taken 

g 5 place in the past year, of course, would be Kr.  

6 *lr but if I were to say lots of training, C 
7 we're training people to know their jobs. We are I trying to train managers and QA people to 

understand their responsibilities. The other 

j 10 side of that, of course, is I'r trying to train 

I line managers what QA means and their 

12 responsibility in QA, which is part of this. I 

£ 13 don't know if you'd categorize it as improve

| 14 *mnts, I do, but elevating the position of QA and 

is making it clear to the organisation that it's 

16 elevated. Updating the nuclear '-.ality assurance 

S17 manual is an effort in that direction. The 

S 1 recent corrective action program, and the 

2 19 emphasis that we're putting on that is an ezample 

20 and, you know, I's sure if I had my other papers 

21 to refresh my memory there is quite a lot that 

S 22 nhas been done and was recently testified to the 

23 Ico rissioners in that regard of the major issues, 

:m major things accomplrshed.  

3! B ut from my perspective training and 
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those things and instructions and procedures and 

2 updating are important, but from my perspective 

3
1 the major change is the change that I call the 

4 culture, change the attitude of TVA toward 

5 5 quality assurance, and that's a hard thing to 

5 m easure where I am on that, in that progress.  

S0 You mentioned also in that same 

a paragraph the term programatic weaknesses.  

S * A TYes.  

xi IC Your definition of programatic 

n weaknesses? 

f 12 A My definition at the time or now? 

13 0 At the time.  Imp 

2 L 4  A I can't answer that as I really can't 

t5 recall. I must have asked questions about it but 

is I don't recall that specific topice64-.-4 . »d 

S17 0 Now about now? 

is A bow weaknesses in the program. Just to 

2 19*s what it says, you've got a QA program which is 

20 layed out to do certain things and is -- well, I 

21 would say the nuclear quality a&ssup nce manual 

5 ,1w!ould be part of the program and as one example, 

,, in reflecting that, I would say tnat that is a 

weakness which Mr. Kelly corrected -- Mr. Ke.ly 

, and others under his dcrection -- corrected Dy 
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rewriting the quality assurance manual.  

Let me say, a.d maybe should repeat 

3 from yesterday, that one of the other things, 
6 clearly, that we did, if you recall I said there 

S 5 *were five OA organizations, five sets of 

S* instructions and all of that. Tho.se were 

I iaprovements that I pretty much immediately 

I directed, pretty such immediately, and it took a 

1 * little while to get them in place.  

j MS. SAUSftC When you say those are 

Sisprovements, you mean that you nulled 

12 together the five into one 

S 13  
TaE WITMESS: I preferred a strong 

'd centralized organization. I demand, and 

15 I it's been a terrible problem at TVA -

16 I demand standardization. I don't know 

S17 why one site has to do it differently 

is than another site. I don't know why one 

x organization has got to do it differently 

I from another one.  

S21 Now, you might, as I said yesterday, 

S " that system probably ezists in other 

23 utilities it the U.7. and it probably 

2d4 works okay. I look at it that I can make 

2 5  t h i s one work better. I think it's -
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what *I' instituting is superior.  

2 YI MX. WILLIAMSON: 

3 I One of my concerns is -- and ve're 

4 talking about prograaatic issues. Does this 

g 5 include implementation of a program or are we 

6 just talking about a written document? 

7 A The phrase -- I don't know in what 

I contest -- I've bheard the phrase used both ways 

S 9 and it's one of the things that I've found you 

So10 have to be specific about. I have heard people 

X tsay program and talk about the welding program, 

12 Iand I've found, at some time after I arrived, 

f 13 that you also then had to ask to make sure you're 

| 14 ( talking the same language, you might hive to ask 

I 5do you sean the paperwork or how it's being done, 

a ,i whether it's being done in accordance with the 

17 1 e'-rS"a i *& , wbahther that's - 0 so, you know, I 

Sft think probably, depending on who you talk to, 

2 it you'd got different answers.  

2 30 0 What do you think? 

21 A It depends on the context that you're 

22 using it in.  

23 0 With regard to 1OCFR Appendix 0*0.  

44 A Well, let me put it ths way: When : 

' testified in front of Mr. Dingll., is an example, 
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. perhaps, of my thought process. I said that ZGtG 

2 had finished, I think, 90 or 95 percent of their 

3 look and felt that the program was in compliance.  

4 I then added, and we are now out looking at 

3 s thousands of Ma. What I meant by that was 

6 that even though the program, the written program 

S7 may be okay, we've got to find out what the 

a results of that program were.  

» 9  So in all bonesty, I would say that I 

10 would go on 4tA side, setbhere Bight be LJ 

S11 exceptions, but I would yo, and you night paint 

S12 some other one where I might not feel this way, 

13 but I would -- my thrust is I would feel that you 

14 can have a program but you've got .o make sure 

i 1 it's implemented.  

16 0 Are you familiar enough with Appendix 

17 waB, that requires that you have a program and 

i1 that it be implemented? You're familiar with 

* that, are you? 

I 20 A Well, I'd have to review it but I'ms 

* 21 sure it is. It's common sense to have it.  

S 22! 0 We have had people say, you know, that 

23 you can have a program and Appendis 5*' requires 

;4 you to have a proqgram. It's like having 

;. paperwork, a written program is suffic.ent.  
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1 Whereas in Appendix '"* itself it requires that 

2 the program be implemented. And with your 

3 military background I think that if there was a 

d certain document regarding inspections or otuer 

S things, that there would be a requirement that 

6 you not only have a program but it be 

7 implesented.  

* Yes.  

MS. BAUSER: I just before -- I want 

10 i his to not answer, but if you're asking 

)il whether Appendix OB" 10CFR Part 50 has in 

12 it a statement about implementation, he 

13 | ought to look at Appendix **b before he 

14 Ianswers that question.  

!S; MR. WILLIAnSON: Fine.  

16 MR. REINHART: Mo. I'm sorcy, that's 

17 not an official Appendix R*B.  

il: MR. MURPBY: Okay. That's just my 

191 guideline. I mean I think it's as 

2C official as you can get but he'll give 

1 you one.  

22 T5E WITNESS: Well, I know, but let 

23 se just save some time here.  

MR. REINHART: Look at Criterion 1, 

the first sentence.
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TER WITNESSt Criterion I. okay.  

2 MR. CARNMOPPt Does mRC isaue 

3 unofficial copies of Appendix *a*? 

MA. nK UPay: That's, you know, just as 

5 I've traveled about the country. But, you 

S know, it's got the ANSI standards and 

S 7|[ things.  

N i. lIN"BART: Tes, different people 

S * print those up.  

S 10 (Whereupon, a discussion ensued off 

S11 the record.) 

12 MR. WILLIAMSON: There you go.  

13 TIE WITNESS: Critericn 2, did you 

14  say? Quality of -

S15  M. RIINBART: Criterion 1, the very 

S16 first sentence in it.  

17 TRE WITNESS: The very first sentence? 

is I Must be looking at something else because 

it it doesn't say what you're indicating. I 

I20 must be looking at the wrong thing. Are 

* 21 you talking about the word execution? 

S 22 MR. AZINEARTz Yes, sir.  

23 T EE WITNESS: Okay. I was looking 

;4 t or the n'her word that you used.  

2! What's t'.0 question now? 
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SBT MR. WILLIAMSOM: 

2 0 Well, my question was that its' not 

3 sufficient just to have a progrcm, it's that that 

4 program must be implemented or executed.  

SA Yeah, but when I go to -- and here's 

6 perhaps a case -- when I go to the following 

3 7 criterion and it appears to me the quality 

si assurance program now, it says Th" applicant e/ 

* *shll establish consistent with the schedule a 

S t0o quality ascuranc* program which complies with the 

ti requirements of this appendix. In that sense, if MA 

S12 you use it in that sense, program would include 

13 *xecution which appeared in the first one. And 

14 so that's perhaps a prime example of what I's 

e \'trying to say because I could put a different 

S 61 (1 context -

* 17 In the context of what I meant in this 

S 1i letter, I certainly was using it in the former, 

B 19 not the latter. In other words, I was saying 

20 clearly, I asked Mr. Kelly bow do you know this 

21 is being done. And they went out, I'm told, and 

2 23tchecked with people in the field. That's 

,?! execution, and so in my interpretation I belreve 

; I would split them up, although the append.x 

.; itself is a case that you can define it 
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Sotherwise.  

2 0 out you would agree that in order to be 
3 in compliance with that that it would have to be, 

'the program itself would have to be executed? 

S A Coamon -- yes. Coason sense says 

5 regardless -- you know, let ** step back.  

7 What are we tryaing to show by the 

I appendix? We're trying to show that this 

* facility as it's built, as it's built, not as the 

10 instructions say it's going to be built, but as 

I1 it's built. You have to have the whole thing.  

12 ° In the enclosure to the letter, okay, 

13 attachment, enclosure, whatever you want to call 

14 it, those reviews that were conducted by the line 

is organizations, did they address the 

16 implementation, the execution of the Appendix *5* 

17 or did they just address the programatic aspect? 

is A When you say the line responses, I 

19 simply don't know. I'd rather refer to Mr.  

20 Lundin's letter as to -- if you have it, because 

21 that's what tells se what the oversight groups 

22 did.  

23 0 Okay.  

24 A And I can also, of courie, tel.. you 

5 what Mr. K.ely told me, which is in consonance
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I with that, but in terms of Specific line 

2 managers, I'm not knowledgeable.  

3 i Q For the record, Mr. White, we're 

4 looking at a memorandum to Mr. C.C. Mason from 

5 S C.D. Lundin dated February 7th, 1916, subject ORC 

i 6' corp rate plan.  

7  A Yes, in the second paragraph, if I can 

J £ quote it.  

S 9 0 Certainly.  

to A They reviewed -- they being the ( 

I i independent outside group that was put in place 

IJ to -- one of the groups put in place to 

13 investigate this issue. They reviewed draft Ok> 

g ;responses to concerns, contacted the people 

1I investigating and responding to the concerns, 

S16j interviewed site personnel involved in the 

* 17 activities mentioned in the concerns, reviewed 

Si pertinent documents and performed any other 

to activities deemed necessary to validate the 

0 , 0 responses to the concerns and the methods used to 

2 2 develop the responses.  

S22 They also, with the assistance of SgS I 

232 personnel reviewed some of the investigations 

used to dev.eop the NSRS concerns. C44 

Now, if I tase that phrase, interviewed 
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site personnel involved in the activities 

2 mentioned in the concerns, that means check the 

3 implementation, and that's in agreement with my 

* discussions with Mr. Kelly as to what happened.  

5 1 s  0 And you feel confident that was done as 

56 a result of the Lundin effort? 

7 A I have to assume that Mr. Kelly and Mr.  

I Lundin did what they told ms they did and have 

9 reported they've done. And I thint they did. 1, 

j 10 you know, have no question about the character of 

II either of those individuals.  

I2  N R. WILLIAMSON: Do you have some 

j 13 questions? 

| 14  MR. lEINMART: yes.  

s j EXAMINATION 

S16 BY MR. REINBART: 

I 7  Yes. M r . White, earlier you said that 

SIIo what you told Mr. Kelly was that you wanted an 

x 19 auditable trail, I guess, of this effort. Did 

20 Mr. Lundin's memo provide an auditable trail? 

21 A I t 's part -- yes, if you consider it 

1 322 part of the documentation, but there's 

23 considerably more documentation I understand than 

2 'obviously that single one-and-a-half page letter 

5 report. But I wouild say that's part of wrat 
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1 should be maintained and provided to the mRC if 

2 they wanted to track this thing back.  

3 Q Down here where he says he interviewed 

4 site personnel -

5 A I need to get the letter back again.  

S* ooes.  

S7Q 0 Could we go somewhere to find out who i the people that were contacted were, which site 

9 people were interviewed, which pertinent 

I to documents were reviewed, what other activities 

11 were performed? Is that auditable, some way we 

12 could trace it? 

13 A Well, I have no way of responding to 

14 that. I don't know beca-us I haven't read all 

| :i those papers. I would certainly hope that you 

could find that type of information in those.  

17 But I don't know if it exists anywhere.  

I aI Q Who would be the person we would talk 

1 to? 

2I A Well, I guess it would be Mr. Kelly or 

t1 Mr. Luadia or, depending, you lbght have to talk 

I l to the individuals concerned on that group, or it 

23 it,bt be as simple as going to whatever records 

24 they saintained. But if you want to then verify 

25 the records, you'd have to go talk to the 
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' individuals and find out fron thaem who they 

2 talked to.  

I Q Okay. Did you ever *see anything more 
4 than this as far as those records were concerned? I s A Did I see any more than *

6* Q Prom Mr. Lundin's -

7  A -- this letter in terms of -- and 

I obviously the letter and its *nclosures.  

9 UMS. BAUSBR: The March 20 letter.  

10  TEil WITWISS: The March 20 Letter 

i11  and its enclosures.  

12 BT MR. RNZMIARTt 

13  0 Mo, no. I mean this effort that Mr.  

w Lundin did, did you see some kind of backup 

IS documentation that provided *oae euditable 
* 

1t results? 

S17 A I think I mentioned yesterday that Il sometime subsequent to this in vwalking the ship I 

19 was -- they pointed out to me, those volumes are 

2 the supporting documentations you required be 

21 aintained. But, you know, what's in them I 

2n don't know.  

23 0 Okay. . f s l 

24 A I assume what tney @aid, 6 :1 ,»s< 

25 backup documentation.  
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0 Did you talk to Mr. Lundin about this? 
2 A o,. I did not. I dealt exclusively in 

3 this area -- no, that's not correct. I was going 

4 to say with Mr. Kelly. i dealt also somewhat 

5 with Mr. Ruston. But it was through thea. They 

6 ̂ were 1 I. me*. Mr. Lundin 

7 reported to Mr. Kelly.  

I 0 Okay.  

SN Mi. WILLIAMSON: Do you have any nore 

10 questions on this issue? 

I MR. ROBINSON: Just one more.  

12  
: IXAMNATIOB 

13 By MR. ROBINSON: 

14 0 So you never asked any probing 

IS management questions of Mr. Lundin to satisfy 

St yourself that he accomplished his -
S17 A I didn't even discuss with Mr. Lundin.  

S, I dealt with Mr. Kelly and Mr. luston and probed 

19 them as to what was going on.  

20 0 So from their reoponses you assumed 

21 that Mr. Lundin did what 

fI l A Oh, yes, yes.  

23 MR . MUIPlgs I' going to jump ahead, 

24 Mark, and then you can cover all yours.  

251 M A . REINNART; Oh, you're going to go? 
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MR. MURPT y.es, because I just have 

S a very few question& here.  

I EXAMIN ATION 

I By MR. MOURPSY: 

0 The last question -- I sean the next to 
6 the last sentence of your March 20tb letter says 
7 aggressive action to remedy any weaknesses.. found 
I will be taken.  

9 And my question is, Mr. White, does 
10 this address the *.afs.boes you'd already 

i" identified or just future weaknesses, or both? 
'1 A What it means is I intend to pursue 
3 weaknesses found fro whatever source. I's not 
a sure I **

I 

i 

5 

( 

5 

i

11 0 L mean from March 20th forward, is that 
16 bhat we're talking about? Are we talking in the 

17 tuture tense or the l.sediate sense or -

I A I'm talking in terms of what I said 
it before that this is a new regime, I'm going to 
20 **tabllh a new culture at TVA and we're going to 
21 aggressively pursue these issues.  

22 0 Now many problem areas of major 
21 consequence, and I say major, I would hope that 
24 by major something that you consider important, 
:5 have you 4dentified since the March 20th, 19(6 
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' letter? 

2 A Well, many, many. Throughout TVA, oh, 

3 my gosh, I've found many problems.  

4 Q well, let se try to get a little 

8 closer, then. low about areas that would require 

6 reporting to the *RC, such as the -- I'll give 

f 7 you the best esxaple I know of is the structure 

I welding, the radiograph problem wbich you did 

9 report, things like that.  

I 10 A Let me describe it this ways In 19I6, 

11 as I recall the numbers, at Natta Bar there were 

12 over 1300 nonconformance reports, and of course, 

13 those reports that are available to your resident J 14 engineer. So in 196( at Watts Sar over 1300 of 

i those and, as I remember, the number 70 sticks in 

SI m·y mind, but 70 of those resulted in what are 

17 called the 50551 reports wbich are significant.  

J ig So the answer to that is that at Watts Bar alone 

9 in the QA program alone there were 70 things 

I 20 worthy of reporting to the NRC as significant.  

I 21 low, my trouble was that there are 

I 2 other areas outside of QA where I found many 

23 other problems, but I -

34 0 No, because we're kind of, you know, 

2 5 ltalking about the quality assurance program.  
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I A Yes.  

2 0 Do you have any idea how many of these 

I correspond to these problems identified in the 

4  *SAS perception*? 

8 S A Mo. I don't. No, I don't. I an -- let 

6 ae say I am not satisLfied yet with our reporting 

S system and as evidenced by some barabshly worded 

I recent directives to my managers, because I's not.  

9 pleased with the progress we're making, I'm not 

10 satisfied in the manner in which we identified 

t11 them, the timeliness with which we decide whether 

12 there's a potential safety item, nor in the 

13 sanner, the time it takes to report to the MRC.  

14 I'm not at all satisfied yet with that. But in 

is terms of being able to match the two, that is the 

S(6 two being what was in existence in March versus 

17 how many of these were from -- I don't know. I 

S11 would have to ask my QA manager or my licensing 

19 -- you know.  

S0 You've never had any curiosity to go 

21 ahead and do that? 

22 A Oh, I've had muchb curiosity in a lot of 

23 areas. Let me tell you the first curiosity was 

S soma tisc in the past when I said I'd like a list 

5 of all the 5055S's frt, TVA and I'd like thea 
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Sbroken down into bov they've exiLsted and where 

2 they stand. And I was appalled at bow long it 

3 took for me to get the information, and once 1 

4 had it and asked a lot of questions about it why 

S they didn't have the answers and the list wasn't 

6 right. So let me tell you, I's asking lots of 

7 questions. *I' not satislfied yet with all the 

I answers I'm geLaing, but don't assume from 

9 anything that I'm not asking a hell of a lot of 

10 questions, please.  

11 0 Let me ask you one more question. You 

11 have publicly stated and told us that there has 

13 been, in your mind, some improvements at least in 

14 that area, you woLld hope. I mean you're at 

15 least expecting some activity to take placel is 

S16 this correct? 

17 A What I said and I believe is -* and a 

I1 lot of this is subjective -- but what I said and 

19 what I believe is that I'm starting to see, 

2 starting to see in some areas a gliasering of the 

S21 change that I want. Now, isan't -- some would 

2 view that as not a very positive statement and 

23 say you mean to say you've been there effectively 

f tor a year and that's all --* let as tell you, in 

25 Ia large government agency where after effectively 
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Sonly a year you're starting to see gliamers of 

2 change, I'm pleased with that and I probably 

3 shouldn't put that on the record because it will 

4 come out and then people will relasx, but I'm -

s and I don't want that. But I'a starting to see 

6 it, yes.  

7 C If there's been iaprovement but yet 

I you're not satisfied, does this somehow indicate 

9 that the situation was in fairly poor shape when 

S10 you got there, by your standards? 

I ll1 A Based on what I know now versus what I 

12 knew on the 13th of January -- first of all, I 

! 13 thought on the 13th of January I knew the size of 

14 the problem I was facing. In reflection I didn't 

Sis know it and the NRC didn't know it. I don't 

1 6 think anyone knew it. And when I say the 

* 17 problem, it is not just -- we're talking about .QA 

I I 1 and I don't want you to assume that when I talk 

S 19 about problems I'm talking about technical CA 
9 

I problems. I'm talking about political problems, 

5 , I'm talking about -- well, I'd label a lot of 

2 them as political problems.  

23 TVA is not just another utility. TVA 

Sisa TVA. I didn't realise the depen of -- I 

Sthought I did by March -- the depth of the 
23 
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I culture. I'm still finading out as recently as 

2 two weeks ago in a letter to the Board of 

3 DOrectors. reported to thea something outside my 

4 area, nonsupport by the organisation that you I would think that over a year later, 15 months 

6 later, wouldn't be there. So, no, I -- the 

7 problem is such bigger than I thought it was.  

I Q Let as ask one more question. It's not 

9 on my list here but it popped up. Would your 

i 10 answer to the March 20th letter be different Ii: today than it was then? 

12 A Let sa tell you. Knowing what I know 

;3 now, including the political things that have 

14 occurred -- let as make clear that I have no 

is problem -- I want to sake sure you don't 

16 misunderstand ** -- I have no problem in the 

S17 letter being accurate as it is written and a lot 

Ig of other things.  

t1 If yo" Lr- :-sing as if I would have 
9 

2 handled the issue in the same way, and I think 

21 that's the thrust, Mr. Murphy, of what you're 

I n asking, the answer is no. I would have asked the 

23 NRC for a public meeting as I recently did on 

24 Sequoyah. A public meeting to discuss and clear 

25 in a public torus any possible issues. Not only 
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f from the NRC but from bystanders who might want 

2 to raise questions.  

3  Frankly, based on what I know now, I 

4 would have approached it with a public meeting 

5 and then subsequently, as I recently did, filed a 

6 letter, but only after a public meeting go that 

7 there would be any of these questions that are #W0 

* occurring today. We would have a transcript to 

9 know exactly the words.  

10 0 would you just clarify a little bit 

11 what the 70 -- 70 50553 reports and the untold 

12 number of WCa's, noncompliance reports that you 

13 talked about, would your response still be that 

14 you're in compliance with Appendix 'B' at Watts 

is Bar? 

16 A Yea, with regard to the small box, Mr.  

17 Reinhart's box. Only on that. If you say have I 

11 determined, have I pursued to the end those 

it eleven perceptions and all the other things, the 

2 answer is no. I am not turning my back, by the 

21 way, on any information. For example, during my 

22 absence, my leave of absence last year from TVA 

23 there was a staff letter written, I think, by the 

241statf;s of Congressaen Dingell and Wtvili which r ad'l j 

25 Isays some things about the$* perceptions. I have 
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San ongoing effort right now to determine if 

2 there's anything In there new that we didn't know 

3 then that we know now or anything else we ought 

4 to pursue. I have an ongoing effort in that 

1 5 regard.  

S r MR. MNRPsyt Thank you. Appreciate it.  

S7 Ti2 IfTNRSSs tou're welcome.  

I MR. RSIMHARTt Sow about some time.  

9 TER WITMESSt Oh, yes. Let me -- the 

I to 50552's are not all QA, and that's correct, 

i1 and I's sure you understand, he understands 

12 that.  

13 MR. W:LLIANSONt Let's take a ftve

14 sinute break.  

S15 (Whereupon, a recess was taken.) 

16 MR. WILLIAMSON: We're back on the 

8 17 record at 2:12 p.m. and we'll continue 

t II with the interview of Mr. Reinhart.  

STR WITNESS: of Mr. Reinhart or by 

I } Mr. Reinhart? 

21 MR. WILLIANSONW With Mr. Reinhart.  

22 EXAMINATION 

23 BY M. RZINBARTs 

10 Q0 Mr. White, on the March 20tn letter, 

2 the real one, the signed one, the one that was 
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SBeat, if we go down to the second paragraph where 

2 you talked about no pervasive breakdown.  

3  A Yes.  

4 Q If we take this letter as is and 

3 replace that word pervasive, would either one of 

S «6 the following four words be correct, would it 

3 7 have conveyed the same thought? 

SSignificant, widespread -

9 A Wait.  

I 10 ° -* extensive or serious.  

It MS. BAUSER: not all four, but you 

S12 mean if you took each one and replaced 

13 pervasive with each one? 

14 BT MR. RZINBART: 

[ 5 0  Would any or all of those words have 

- * beena*n acceptable substitute? 

S 17 A This is kind of a multiple choice.  

It MR. CIARKOVrs It's kind of a college 

S19 entrance test.  
5 

I 20 A (Continuing) rPervasive -- i'm trying, 

21 and I guess you're asking ms at the time that 

J 22 1 did this.  

23 Significant would not mean the same as 

Spervasive.  

25 BY MR. REINBART: 
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g Would it be acceptable? 

2 A ot in this connotation. When you say 
3 acceptable, would I have felt that that would 

4 answer. Ho, remember I have given you my 

s definition, pervasive had a legal definition.  

SFirst of all, let me say I don't 

7 recognize any of these four words as having a 

I legal -- in other words, if you were to show ms a 

9 court case now that says, that would say 

T0 significant means pervasive, then I'd obviously 

it bow to that. But significant is used and I think 

12 defined by the mRC and I think it's defined and 

13 used by them in a diffetent fashion than I would 

14 use pereasive. So I don't see those as 

15 substitutes.  

16 I do not see serious as a substitute 

17 tor pervasive. I have many serious problems.  

1i stensive, I've nover really considered 

19 it - you've almost given as a spectrum getting 

2 closer and closer to pervasive. Xatensive is 

21 closer but I eon't view it as synonymous with.  

a Widespread is pret'y close to pervasive 

23 or is pervasive, I think.  

24 1 Does that answer what you're asking.  

25 0 Would that have -- if the letter had 
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Scome instead of having pervasive and said 

2 widespread, would it have been an acceptable 

3 letter to send? 

4 MR. CEARSOPP: Acceptable to whboam? 

5 1 MR. RIERART: To Mr. White. Would 

6 bhe have signed it.  

! 7 TER WITKZSt No. Let ms tell you, 

I this question has cJae up before.  

9 BT MR. REINEART: 

S10o 0 I know, I know.  

Ii A This precise question. Pervasive bad a 

12 legal meaning. It someone were to have -- that 

13 was the Callaway case. If someone had said well, 

14 here's a case of Jones versus Smith and it says 

* videspread, then I would have used widespread.  

1 ljThis had a licensing connotation, pervasive bad a 

17 licensing connotation. Widespread did not. I 
S 
j 1s don't have any problems, you know, specifically 
S 
9 1 with the words, but one's defined and the other 
9 

2 isn't in the licensing sanse.  

21 0 So your tendency toward pervasive went 
* 

2 a because you felt it was a licensing basis? 

2 A I not only felt, I read the licensing 
CaJ(, deiw j ~C&IC da'?» »' 

basis. And I saw no such 6"i'q, ten word Cew 

25 widespread. There say be one, but it's never 
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been shown to me.  

2 0 *we question, kind of -

3  MRI I . MURPY: Let me irterject one 

4 thifg.  

,3 m. Y KAMI TIvI 

6 or an . *gRgTt 

I7 n ow did you determine the existence of II these court cases. I don't think -- you've 

S* entioned that beLore but you never ezplained who 

I to informed you of that.  

I 1 A I think it was Mr. Kelly. I think it 

12 was Mr. Kelly. When the word pervasive came up 

13 -- I don't know if I asked him, I may bhave asked 

is Wegner, but it seemed to ms that there were two 

1i court cases, and I've mentioned that and that's 

16 the connotation it case up in because knowing at 
S 17 that point that it had some specific meaning of 

IS licensing significance, I wanted to see what it 

19 rsaid before I signed such a letter, so I -

SDid you read the Callaway decision? 

21 A Wheb n you say did I read it, I -

I 2 0 It's only a couple of pages long.  

23 A Teab, I -. ink so, because I saw a 

4 highlighted version. But I would say i certainly 

35 reviewed it. Now, if you gave ms a quiz on it, I 
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t aight not pass the quiz.  

2 0 I'm going to ask you one sore question.  
3 is the word pervasive defined in the Callaway 

4 decision? 

5  A ry recollection is that it is defined, 

6 and that's what I tried to say eariter today, 

7 ttled to give that definition.  

SE XAMINIIATIOI 

I 9 B" MR. AXINEARTt 

1 '0  0 Ouring the ties that this letter was 

I l being prepared in any of your involvement was the 

12 idea of a possible material false statement 

13I in.roduced, discussed, considered? 

14  UMS. SAUSIR; What time tramr is te 

is begnniang of your question, Mr. Reinhart? 

16 BY MR. RKINIART: 

17  During the preparation of this letter,.  

j 1 during the time frea* when Mr. White was 

S, involved.  

( 20 A I think so in that time frame.  

S21 0 Could you tell as why it was disusseud? 

I 2 A Well, I tbink it came up in a 

23 discussion witb Mr. Idgar. You recall I said 

24 that I called his about, you know, if I've got to 

,5 be. n ozpert in all tbese things, and I think in 
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that conversation be Sentioned, you know, you 

2 have to subscribe and swear to ttis, and 

3 therefore there's something called a material 

* false statement, and I don't reeamber the exact J conversation. I'm pretty sure it was with Mr.  

* Rdger end my saying, you know, what's that and 

7 that kind of thing.  

a* Okay. What was he telling you then? 

SA Well, it wasn't he was telitng no about 

1 t0 material false statements specifically, he was 

I 1 telling m* what Ay rerponaibilities were aad how 

12 I should carry them out.  

13 0 Okay. bWhen you effectively relieved 

14 Mr. Parris or in ftact relieved Mr. Parris, we 

1I 5j talked that Mr. Parris shortly went to Knozville 

S16I and you didn't Jave an opportunity to talk to 

a t7 his. Why didn't you make that happen? 

i '* A I was totin to say before you finished 

3 it the question, when you said I didn't have an 

2I opportunity, I could have made an opportunity to 

S2 tallr to bim. There were several things. It's 

2 2t not a siaple answer. I'll tell you for one 

23 thing, was very, very busy. As I said 

24' yesterday. in that time frame I think I was 

25 working close to 100 hours a week.  
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